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Sammanfattning 
Bakgrunden till konceptet ABB Produktions Cell är ökad efterfrågan av ett enkelt sätt, genom 
standardisering, att reducera kostnaderna för hela livscykeln för en produktions cell. 
 
ABB Produktions cell ska vara enkel att köpa, använda och upprätthålla. Konceptet är 
utvecklat för att kunna skapa fullskaliga modeller av produktionsceller. Utrustningen och den 
virtuella miljön finns i RobotStudio och konfigurationen av HMI,Drives och PLC i 
AutomationBuilder.  Generiska mallar, mjukvaror, hårdvaror ger möjlighet för t.ex. tidig 
visualisering, förkortad design och utvecklingsfas, standardiserade system samt tidig 
verifiering och test genom virtuell FAT(Factory Acceptance Test) 
 
Idrifttagning av ett automationssystem kan tillämpas både virtuellt och traditionellt. Det 
finns flera olika metoder för virtuell idrifttagning och metoden för detta projekt är 
SIL(Software-In-the-Loop). Detta går ut på att hårdvaror såsom HMI, PLC och Drives körs 
som mjukvaror, med samma beteende och egenskaper(tidsgränssnitt) som de riktiga 
hårdvarorna. 
 
Den här uppsatsen fokuserar på att beskriva de olika delarna av ett automationsprojekt och 
hur de påverkas av virtuell idrifttagning. Fördelar med metoden tas fram och den befintliga 
utrustningen utvärderas. 
 
Ett försök till virtuell idrifttagning har genomförts där fokus varit att skapa en sekvenskod för 
logiken till en befintlig produktionscell samt skapa kopplingar mellan mjukvarorna. Detta 
testas och verifieras först i virtuell miljö med virtuell FAT(Factory Acceptance Test) och 
därefter har den verkliga produktionscellen verifierats i verkstaden(FAT). Utvärdering om 
beteende och cykeltider har också gjorts för att dra slutsatsen om vFAT kan jämföras med 
FAT under utvecklingsstadiet. 
 
Resultatet för den virtuella idrifttagningen är att det är möjligt att köra virtuell PLC(VAC500) 
med samma tidsinterface, beteende och signaler som den riktiga PLC(AC500). 
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Abstract 

The background of the concept, ABB Production Cell, meets the increasing demands from 
manufacturing industries throughout the world to simplify through standardization and by 
that reduce investment cost and operating cost throughout the entire lifecycle of the 
production cell. 

ABB is delivering the production cell as one easy to order, use, and maintain. The production 
cell is developed for virtual versions and full scale production cells. The different modules 
shall be utilized and presented in RobotStudio and configured in Automation Builder. With 
generic templates and hardware it provides e.g. early visualization, standardized systems, 
shortened design/development phase, and enable virtual FAT(Factory Acceptance Test). 

There is multiple ways of doing a virtual commissioning and it’s a known approach for testing 
software and hardware together. The method used in this project is known as SIL (Software-
In-The-Loop).  This means that the hardware runs as software- e.g. PLC, Drives and HMI- 
with same properties and behavior as the real hardware.  

This thesis focus on describing phases of an automation system and see how different phases 
are affected by a virtual commissioning. Benefits will be described and the existing software 
will be evaluated. Furthermore, an attempt of virtual commissioning has been done with 
focus on connecting the software for stable communication with the virtual PLC and make a 
PLC-task with a handshake to the robot controller and the virtual environment. The system is 
tested in a virtual environment with vFAT and then on the workshop (FAT). This was done to 
see if the softwares replicated the same behavior as the hardwares.   

The result for the virtual commissioning is that it is possible to run the virtual PLC (VAC500) 
with the same time interface, behavior, and signals as the real PLC (AC500). 
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Abbreviations  
AB- Automation Builder, engineering tool for automation systems 

FAT- Factory Acceptance Test 

HIL- Hardware in the Loop 

HMI- Human Machine Interface, operator panel 

I/O- Input/Output, of a controller 

iPLC- Integrated PLC, a template for communication between controllers 
 
OLP- Offline Programming, using softwares to create a task/logic for a controller 
 
PLC- Programmable Logic Controller 

RAPID- Robot Application Programming Interface Dialog(ABB language) 

RC-Robot controller 

RS- RobotStudio, offline programming(RAPID) and design tool for robots(virtual 

environment). 

SAT- Site Acceptance Test 

SC- SmartComponent in RobotStudio, RobotStudio object (with or without a 3D graphical 

representation)that has the behavior which can be implemented by code-behind and/or 

aggregation of other Smart Components. 

SIL- Software In the Loop 

VC- Virtual(Robot)Controller, 

VCom- Virtual Commissioning 

vFAT- virtual Factory Acceptance Test 

WCF- Windows Communication Framework 
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1. Introduction 
ABB Robotics is a leading supplier of industrial robots, modular manufacturing systems and 
service. A strong focus on solutions to help manufacturers improve productivity, product 
quality, and worker safety.  
 
Many companies have during the last 20 years invested in automated plants and factories. In 
this thesis plants comprise of process plants, such as chemical industries, and factories 
comprise of manufacturing industries, such as automotive industries.  
 
Automation system is a system where the equipment eliminate the need for an operator, by 
using e.g. robots, controller(PLC), sensors and actutators, for monotonous and backbreaking 
tasks. The advantages are e.g. increased productivity, product quality, effiecient use of 
materials, improved saftey, and reduced costs[1]. However, the demands from manufactors 
of simplify and reduce costs of automation systems through standardization has lead to the 
concept.  
 
ABB Production Cell, is a template for an automated production cell including robotics and 
other commonly used industry equipment. The concept includes a number of additional 
functionalities for the customer to choose, all selected to get a system easy to buy, use and 
maintain. One of the functionalities provided is a fullscale virtual model of the equipment 
included in the system. This virtual model will be used to verify, commission, the production 
cell and the automation system in a virtual environment. 
 
Today commissioning of a production cell is mostly done after building it with real hardwares 
and equipment. This is not only time consuming(see Figure 2) and cause a big effort for 
corrections(Figure 3), it could also cause damage to the hardwares.  
 
Virtual commissioning is a functionality of ABB Production Cell that covers, at least, the 
design and development phase. The idea with virtual commissioning(VCom) with ABB 
Production Cell is that commissioning is done in a virtual enviroment where the behavior and 
communication between devices could be verified in early stage of the project. Verification in 
the early stage of development is done by appling the term virtual FAT. Furthermore,to use 
the term vFAT and do a complete virtual commissioning, the virtual production cell has to 
replicate the same behavior in a virtual enviroment as the real system. 
 
The purpose with this project is to create a VCom of a production cell including IRB1600, a 
conveyor, sensors, and three imaginary processing stations. The production cell will be 
comissioned in a virtual enviroment and tested in the workshop to verify if the behavior are 
replicated. 

1.3 Goal 
Create the connection between a virtual environment and virtual controllers and do a 
comissioning of the sequence program. Debug the program in a robot controller and PLC. To 
verify the programs a complete vFAT of the virtual production cell will be performed. To 
verify the functionalities and compare the cycle times, the programs will be downloaded to 
the real production cell and a FAT will be performed.  

1.3.1 Requirements 
- Theoretical part: 

- Describe the different phases in an automation project  
- Describe FAT/vFAT 
- Expected benefits with virtual commissioning 
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- RobotStudio (RS): 
- Extend the virtual cell in RobotStudio 
- Configure and program the robot 
- Virtual signal wiring 

- Automation Builder (AB): 
- Understand and be able to extend the program and 

configuration(HMI,Drives,PLC) 
- Create a task 

-Real production cell: 
- Verify the virtual cell by testing it in the real production cell 

 

1.4 Delimitations 
This thesis covers following parts: 
- Connect the virtual PLC in CoDeSys and in RobotStudio 
- Create the connection of virtual equipment and virtual PLC 
- Configure the handshake between robot controller and the virtual PLC 
- Create a PLC-code for the workstation logic 
- Create RAPID-code for the movements and logic 
- Specify vFAT for testing sequence/handshake 
- Perform vFAT 
- Evaluate vFAT 
- Only choosen functionalities will be tested at the workshop 
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2.  Theory 
This chapter clarifies the theory behind Virtual Commissioning (VCom). First of all the 
different phases in an automation project is defined and described. The communication is 
described to create knowledge of how the data exchange are done during virtual 
commissioning. 
 

2.1 Automation Project 
There is a number of phases during an automation project. A phase examle is depicted in 
Figure 1.  
 

 
Figure 1. Simplified Automation Project Lifecycle, ex interpreted [2],[3] 

 

2.1.1 Design and Development 
During this phase the modelling, simulation, and programming(OLP) are introduced which 
can be described as;   

 Modelling- Determine different elements of factory and/or automation system and 
specifying and providing required data items for these elements. 
 

 Simulation[4]- Observing the behavior of different virtual elements of factory and/or 
automation system for a set of simulation conditions. The main challenge in 
simulation is compliance of this set of behaviors with real-world applications. 
Simulations can also be used to educate future users. 
 

 Offline programming- Using softwares(e.g in chapter 3) to introduce and generate 
code for an automation system, both robot, and PLC. 

 
 

2.1.2 Commissioning 
Commissioning of an automation system refers to verification of designed control programs, 
from which the automation system is comprised, to ensure the behavior and performance of 
these programs meet a certain set by design criteria. The criteria of verification is determined 
depending on application.  
 
According to Auinger [5] this verification could be conducted using one of the following four 
configurations(depicted in Figure 2): 
 

1. Real plant/factory and real control system 
2. Real plant/factory and virtual control system 
3. Virtual plant/factory and real control system 
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4. Virtual plant/factory and virtual control system  

 
Figure 2. Different configurations for commissioning 

 
The first configuration, refers to traditional commissioning. This configuration, uses real 
control devices to execute control programs and these programs will be verified on machines 
and equipment of the real plant/factory. 
 
The second configuration, real plant/factory, and virtual control system, refers to soft 
commissioning. In this case control programs will be executed on the corresponding virtual 
controllers  and verified on the real plant/factory.  
 
The third configuration, virtual plant/factory, and real control system, referred to as 
Hardware-In-the-Loop (HIL) commissioning. In this configuration, control programs are 
executed on the corresponding real controllers and verified on the virtual plant/factory. 
 
The forth configuration, virtual plant/factory, and virtual control system, is referred to as 
Software-In-the-Loop (SIL), or constructive commissioning. Both plant/factory and the 
control devices are virtual and interact on the computer systems. In this approach, control 
programs, are executed on corresponding virtual controllers and verified on virtual 
plant/factory. 

2.1.3 Factory Acceptance Test (FAT) 
FAT are normally executed during the final part of the design and developement phase, 
before installation at the customer starts [6]. This test is to ensure conformity of control code 
and the customers specification of requirements. The test is performed by the supplier and 
often include sub phases determined with the customer[7]. However, the main objective is to 
test and debug logic controller and software together.  
The system is at first built up at the supplier when the FAT is performed. Usually FAT is 
performed manually by forcing I/O variables, unplugging cables, or provoking situations 
specified in the test specification[6].   

2.1.4 Site Acceptance Test (SAT) 
This test is performed by the customer in the live enviroment with the real hardware, 
normally executed at the final part of the installation phase. SAT is accomplished to ensure 
the automation system is tested and properly installed[9].  
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SAT may include tests from FAT but there is also tests that can't be executed with FAT and 
requires the real factory/plant. 
 

2.1.5 Commissioning Time 
According to [9] there is an investigation showing(Figure 3) that up to 15-25% of the total 
automation project time accounts to commissioning. Up 90% of this time is used for delays 
and activities related to control devices, where 70% were associated with software errors. 
 

 
Figure 3. Usage of project time, ex interpreted from [10] 

 
According to [10] some errors that are detected during the commissioning phase arise in 
earlier phases. Theese errors are detected and corrected during the commissioning phase it 
cost and takes much effort(Figure 4). 
 

 
Figure 4. Costs affected by error correction, depending on the time of error detection[16] 

 

 

2.3 Communication Overview 
For the concept of ABB Production Cell it’s required that communication between softwares 
are established. In this section the theory behind this communication is described.  
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2.3.1 OPC-server 
The OPC-server is the standarized interface for accessing process data. Typically, OPC clients 
are visualizations or programs for the acquisition of operating data, etc. In the case of 
RobotStudio, the OPC Client is a SmartComponent and the OPC servers is connected to a 
PLC. Since connection between OPC-client and OPC-server are established the OPC-server, 
program runs, according to [3]. The OPC-server is working like a “watchdog” and noticing 
when a variable(I/O) status has changed at the OPC-client(PLC).  
 
In the case of simulate or commission RS and Codesys together the OPC-server is normally 
applied. RS has a SmartComponent that constitutes OPC-client. Figure 5. illustrates the 
relationship between RobotStudio, the OPC SmartComponent, the CoDeSys programming 
environment, the SoftPLC, the gateway, and the OPC Server.  
 

 
Figur 5. Communication-relationship between RobotStudio, SoftPLC and CoDeSys using 

OPC  
 

2.3.2 Windows Communication Framework 
Windows .NET framework includes Windows Communication Framework (WCF). WCF are 
used to build service-oriented applications. With WCF it’s possible to send data as 
asynchronous messages between endpoints (e.g. clients, part of services). The message can be 
sent as a character or a word(.XML). Named pipe and TCP are included in the WCF and will 
be described below. 
  
Named pipe[11] is a section of shared memory that processes can use for communication. It’s 
an object in Windows operating system kernel. Named pipes can be used to provide 
communication between processes running on the same or different computers across a 
network.  Named pipes also provide one- or multiple way communication between processes.  
 
The TCP communication is a reliabe and common approach for communication between 
automation hardwares(PLC,HMI, and Drives). TCP require that a communication session 
between hosts are established before exchaning data. A host is any device on a TCP/IP 
network, identified by an IP-address.  

2.3.3 Time Management during simulation  
According to [12] real devices run on real time base and in the simulation scenario that 
approach cannot be used. Multiple devices may run on the same computer, so they must 
share the computer resources. Consequently, this means that real time response to an event 
cannot be guaranteed(e.g with OPC). Furthermore, in a distributed environment, where 
several computers are working together and exchanging events tightly related to the time, 
differences in computing power can cause some events to occur too late or too early, leading 
to loss of synchronization between processes.  
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To completely fulfill the requirement of having the simulation time correspond as close as 
possible to reality, the concept of Virtual Time is introduced. Virtual time is the 
representation of real time in simulation. Virtual time is a resource managed by the user 
through the simulator.  
 
Manipulation and alteration of virtual time is called Virtual Time Management (VTM). VTM 
is responsible for updating the virtual clock and allocate a certain amount of virtual time 
called Time Slice to each of the components that consume the virtual time.  
 
In order for a virtual controller to be able to address the requirements of coordination & 
synchronization, it is required to be able to consume virtual time. This implies a virtual 
controller should have a Virtual Time Interface (VTI) to be utilized by the VTM for allocation 
of time slice to it, as well as issuing relevant command to control running and consuming the 
virtual time. 
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3. Approach 
This chapter describes the methods used to complete vCom and vFAT of the current production cell for 

this project.  

3.1 Software 
The softwares used in this project are following:  
 

- RobotStudio(RS) provides features for designing a robot workstation, 
offline programming and to generate programs(RAPID) and simulation 
graphically 

- AutomationBuilder(AB) covers the engineering including ABB PLCs, 
control panels and drives 

- 3S CoDeSys V2.3(PLC-programming) used in AB as the PLC-
programming platform 

 
 
   

3.2 Production cell 
The layout of the production cell is depicted in Figure 6. It includes the following equipment:  
 

- ABB IRB1600 (Robot) 

- ABB IRC5 robot controller  

- Pneumatic gripper 

- Conveyor (Flexlink)  

- Line sensors (Capacitive) 

- Three processing stations 

- ABB AC500 (PLC)/VAC500 (virtual PLC), IO-,Mod- and Extension bus 

- ABB ACS380/virtualACS380 (Drive flexlink) 

- ABB PANEL CP676 15"  COLOR, TOUCH, TFT, 1024x768  (HMI-panel) 

 

  
Figure 6. Layout of ABB Production Cell 
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3.2 Flowchart and IOs 
To determine the sequence in the production cell a flowchart(SOP) was cited(Annex.1). The 
production cell is a demo cell where the machines are imaginary and the processing time is 
symbolized by timers trigged by sensors placed in the “machines”.  
 
Some of the I/Os are only used internally by the PLC and those who communicate with the 
virtual enviroment(RS) are declared in the ConnectivtySmartComponent as I/Os in the 
StationLogic(see Table 0.2). 

3.3 Virtual controller (VAC500) 
The fourth configuration of commissioning requires software as controller(Chapter 2.1.2). 
Therefore ABB have developed a virtual controller with the same functionalities as the AC500 
but virtual, VAC500, with a time interface that allows the signals to be right in time, not 
depending on e.g. computer performance.    
 
In section 2.2.3 the virtual time interface was described. The controller in this project will 
have flexible time slice synchronization. This means the controller freezes when the time slice 
has elapsed and then the sig nals are routed. The signals run in parallell and freeze when an 
input signal is read or the virtual time has been consumed. 

3.3.1 Integrated PLC 
To establish the connection between the robot controller and PLC ABB has developed the 
integrated PLC. The purpose of the Integrated PLC option is to facilitate cooperation between 
the IRC5 robot controller and a PLC. The PLC is either used as master(IRC5: slave) or as 
slave(IRC5: master).  Most relevant for this project is to execute programs/routines at the 
IRC5(slave in this case).  
 
The integrated PLC include a number of optional function blocks for the PLC. In the robot 
controller there is a module running in the background to handle signals coming from the 
PLC and vice versa. 
 
The integrated PLC is included as a template(both in RC and PLC) in the project. The 
integrated PLC is the base of how the handshake and order handling is done in this project.  
 

3.3.2 Communication 
In Figure 7  the communication between the softwares is compiled and is already described in 
section 2.2.4.  
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Figure 7. Communication overview 

  
Communication between VAC500 and the SC(SmartComponent) in RS are established with 
WCF-named pipes. This provides the maximum time fault for the communication to the 
virtual time assigned to one signal. For example, one signal is executed (consuming virtual 
time) for 5ms from the virtual PLC to the VC, then the maximum time fault for that signal 
will be 5ms. 
 
The communication between Automation Builder and the VAC500 are established with 
TCP/IP configuration,same as OPC. This requires the IP-address of the VAC500, shown in 
the dialog window of the VAC500. To connect the wished part of the AB project the IP-
address is nected. The AutomationBuilder project doesn’t have to run on the same computer 
as the VAC500 but it has to run on the same network.  

3.4 Virtual Setup 
For doing a virtual commissioning with AB and RS some setup has to be done, the setup 
described below has to be applied when there already is an existing project but also for a new 
project. 
 
 

3.4.2 Automation Builder project with VAC500 target 
 
It has to be mentioned that the VAc500 target has to be installed before this changes could be 
done. 
 
In order to use the VAC500 some slight modifications has to be done with the project in 
(AB)AutomationBuilder. It has to be said that this is only if there already is an existing 
project with hardwares that claim adresses and mapping.  
 
This modification requires an additional license for AB that enables a simulation mode. The 
workflow for converting the project is described below. 
 

- Open the original project(make sure that there is full write access of the 
global variables- to remove the hardware adresses of the application) 
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- The project has to be in simulationmode, this is done easily in 
AutomationBuilder. (ToolsSimulationModeRight click on application 
nodeCreate PLC configuration data) 

- Make sure that the target settings are changed to VAC500 and the hardware 
adresses are removed by opening the application. 

- If the project withdraw more than 512 POU, this has to be changed(Target 
settingsMemory layoutMaximum number of POU) 

- Change the communication parameters(OnlineCommunication 
Parameters) 

- Application can be downloaded to the virtual PLC 
 
Changes for this project only: 

- The SysExt_AC500 has to be replaced by SysExt_VAC500 and two 
functionblocks need to be added(observe SysExt_VAC500 doesn’t need to 
be dowloaded to the AC500) 

- The Modbus POUs are excluded, because of hardware adresses in the code 

 

3.4.3 VAC500 in RobotStudio 
 
In order to run the virtual environment with VAC500, ConnectivitySmartComponent, are 
imported to the RS-station. The smart component has an standard interface(Figure 8) for 
connection to the PLC(running on the same computer).  
 

 
  Figure 8. Default interface of the Connectivity Smart Component 
 
The steps for connecting ConnectivitySmartComponent to VAC500 are following: 
 

- Download the PLC code to the VAC500(from CoDeSys) 
- Make sure that PLC state is “STOPPED” 
- Type VAC500 in  “Address” in the properties 0f the SC and press apply 
- Press connect “Connect” 
- Start the simulation in RobotStudio(it takes 5 seconds for the PLC to start) 

  
The I/Os that are required in the station are inserted in: 
 

Edit ComponentSignals and ConnectionsIO-signals.  
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When the IOs are defined in the SmartComponent it’s possible to do IO-connections with the 
virtual robot controller or other equipment in:  
 

SimulationStation logic 
 

3.5 vFAT and FAT 
 
Two vFAT was performed during the project. The first vFAT was in an early stage and the 
purpose was to evaluate what was missing and define some problems in the softwares. 
 
The second vFAT had purpose to do stresstest of the softwares and evaluate theese for further 
development and the cycletime was measured. FAT was the last thing that were performed, 
this after the project(PLC-,RAPID- and HMI) was downloaded to the workstation, the main 
purpose was to evaluate if the behavior was the same as in the virtual enviroment and 
measure the cycletime.  
In figure 9 a protocol for the vFAT and corresponding FAT are depicted.  
 

 
Figure 9. Protocol for final FAT/vFAT 
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4. Results 
The result of the project is divided into a theoretical result for applications and a practical 
result for the virtual commissioning during the project. 
 

4.1 Applications for Virtual Commissioning 
This section summarizing the applications of the 4th (chapter 2.1.3)configuration of VCom as 
a result of studying earlier studies[5,8,9,14] and the project documentation of ABB 
Production Cell.  
 
The idea with VCom is simplyfing phases in automation projects. While buildning a robotic 
workstation(production cell) VCom are not included in all phases. The workflow are depicted 
in Figure 10, and are different compared to Figure 1(Chapter 2.1).  

 
Figure 10. Workflow during the automation project with VCom 

  
Applications for VCom could be categorized pursuant to following;  
 

- Design and development (ramp-up)  
- Maintainance and modifications 
- Education 

 
3D-models of equipment and components, included at the production cell, are used in e.g 
RobotStudio to verify reachability of critical positions. With vCom developers could 
determine the feasability without buying any equipment and reuse the 3D-models in the 
vitual environment. 

 
With vFAT the PLC can be done and commissioned earlier in the project process. vFAT will 
completely or partly be able to verify and debug the PLC-code, with virtual equipment, 
VAC500, virtual Drives and HMI.  
 
Offline programming(OLP) of the RAPID-code is widely known. The robotics movements is 
an OLP approach. With a complete virtual environment it’s possible to detect collisions and 
verification of a complete production cell can be performed.  
 
The virtual environment and the VAC500 can be used for modifications and optimization 
during the life cycle of the production cell. 
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Education of new operators can be done in a virtual environment. Operators could be 
introduced to a new system in an early stage.  
 
In-house training and support at ABB.  
 

4.2 Virtual Environment 
The virtual environment are shown in Figure 11 and Figure 12. 
 
 

 
Figure 11. Overview of the production cell 
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Figure 12. Overview of the production cell 

4.3 Handshake 
During the project PLC acts master, this requires function blocks in the PLC that send the 
function blocks signals and “orders” to the robot controller. To make a complete handshake 
there has to be a module in the robot controller for handling theese signals from the PLC.  

4.3.1 PLC-code 
The handshake function block in the PLC is based on ABB Integrated PLC and called 
“IRC5_TASKS”, presented in Annex 3. The VAR_OUTPUT signals of the IRC5_TASKS are 
used in the sequence program to enable this function block(for sending and recivieng signals 
to the RC) as depicted in Figure 13. 
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Figure 13. Example of using "IRC5_TASKS" for handshake 

 
 
There is also a sequence program for the station logic in the PLC. When a certain criteria is 
met the PLC are sending a program number to the RC through IRC5_TASKS. The criterias 
are shown in Annex 2. The program numbers from the PLC recives as a BYTE(in the RC). In 
Table 1 the routines in each order(BYTE) are described. The routines are shown in Annex 2. 
 

 
  

Table 1. Program numbers PLCROB 

Program number 
= bProgNo:BYTE; 

Routines Description 

0 Main Waits for order from PLC 

1 PickInFeeder; Pick part from conveyor 

2 LeaveMachine_1; Leave part in machine 1 

3 
PickMachine_1; 
LeaveMachine_3; 

Pick part machine 1 and leave at 
machine 3  

4 LeaveMachine_2; Leave part in machine 2  

5 
PickMachine_2; 
LeaveMachine_3; 

Pick part in machine 2 and leave at 
machine 3 

6 
PickMachine_3 
LeaveOutFeeder; 

Pick part in machine 3 and leave at 
conveyor 
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The I/Os used for the handshake and in the PLC sequence program and IRC5_TASKS are 
presented in Table 2.   

  

 
 

4.3.2 RAPID 
In the T_ROB1 there is a system module called “PLCBASE” where the handshake is made. 
Furthermore, in the T_ROB1 task there is a main routine that calls the PLCBASE programs; 
 

- PlcWait: Wait for program number from PLC 
- PlcAck: Confirm that robot is starting order 
- PlcFin: Confirm that robot is done with order 
 

Figure 14 show how the robot controller handles the program numbers sent from PLC.  
 

Table 2. I/O list PLC. Used in: RobotStudio(=RS) and handshake(=H) 

I/O    Description 

INPUT Type RS H  
DI_CS1 BOOL X  Conveyor Sensor-Buffert  

DI_CS2 BOOL X  Conveyor Sensor- Pick position 
DI_CS3 BOOL X  Conveyor Sensor- Leave Outfeeder 

DI_PS1 BOOL X  Machine Sensor 1 

DI_PS2 BOOL X  Machine Sensor 2 
DI_PS3 BOOL X  Machine Sensor 3 

PickConveyor BOOL   Part in pickposition  
WorkpiecePresent TON   Pick part delay  
ProcessingMachine1 TON   Machine 1- Processing done 

ProcessingMachine2 TON   Machine 2- Processing done 

ProcessingMachine3 TON   Machine 3-Processing done 
 step0 INT   Sequence0-Enable sequence 1 or 2/set 

programnumber 
 step1 INT   Sequence1-Pick infeeder,leave machine 1 or 2 

 step2 INT   Sequence2-Pick at machine 
ROB.PC_SYSSIG_IN_ProgNo BOOL X X Prog. number recivied from RC 
ROB.PC_SYSSIG_IN_DoneOk BOOL X X RC done with order 
ROB.PC_SYSSIG_IN_TaskRun BOOL X X RC has acknowledged order and are running 

OUTPUT     

ConvOn BOOL X  Start Conveyor 
SpeedReference DWD X  Reference value for the ACS380 

bProgNo BYTE   Order from PLC to RC 

ROB.PC_SYSSIG_OUT_ProgNo BYTE X X =bProgNo 
ROB.PC_SYSSIG_OUT_StartTask BOOL X X Handshake signal 

ROB.PC_SYSSIG_OUT_AbortTask BOOL  X Handshake signal(not implemented) 
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Figure 14. Example of handshake in RAPID-code 

 

4.4 HMI 
The HMI was extended in PanelBuilder and the connection was established(TCP/IP) and 
tested in the virtual environment(only with a few signals).  

4.5 VFAT/FAT 
The results from the second vFAT / FAT for verification of the behavior, cycle time and 
verifications of the VAC500 are depicted in Figure 15 and Figure 16. Figure 17 shows the 
virtual environment and the real environment running the same programs. 
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Figure 15. Result of vFAT 

 
Figure 16. Result of FAT 
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Figure 17. Virtual environment vs. real environment 
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5. Discussion 

5.1 Benefits 
The 4th configuration of virtual commissioning provide benefits compared with the 
traditional way of commissioning. Theese benefits are drawn from the applications chapter 
4.1,[3] ,[13] and from experience during this project.  A summation of the most central 
benefits are depicted in Figure 17.   

 
Figure 17. Benefits with virtual commissioning 

 
Virtual commissioning provides at least following benefits: 
 

- Time savings during 
o Development, up to 15% 
o Commissioning, up to 50-60% 
o Installation 

- Visualization of the automationsystem 
o Design phase 
o Feasability could be measured 
o Opinions from e.g operators 

- Education 
o Virtual environment 
o Operators and service technicians in a virtual environment 
o Training with “real” softwares in a virtual environment 

- Feasability 
o Design 
o Equipment 
o Optimize from the beginning 

- vFAT 
o Easy verification of the system during the design and development 

phase 
o Before installation 
o Shortened time of FAT and SAT 

- Maintainance and Service 
o Planning  
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o Visualization for the technicians 
- Flexibility 

o Test modifications without stopping the production 
o Optimization of the system in a virtual environment 

- Safer commissioning 
o System could be tested and debugged in the office 
o Complete OLP 
o Reduced risk of accidents 

 
 

5.2 VAC500 evaluation 
Benefits of VAC500 is that it has an easy interface for connection and downloading, very 
similar to the OPC-server. Furthermore the VTI is working correctly and as depicted in 
Figure 1.2 and 1.3 the cycletime diffrence is about 0.2s. I think this hasn’t to do with the 
VAC500 but with the gripper. While creating a mechanism in RS you set a duration time for 
the links to move from gripped to false for example.   
 
Online changes has been a struggle during the project. Except of that VAC500 work as it 
should. The functionalities of breakpoints, single cycle and step are working correctly. The 
virtual environment freeze in RobotStudio when the PLC halt on a breakpoint in CodeSys. 
Single cycle also freeze the environment, this is something to have in mind, e.g if there is a 
workpiece on a conveyor it have to be stepped to the given position(take a lot of time).  
 
One big problem while switching mode in AB from simulation mode to “real mode” is that 
the PLC configuration isn’t changed. This makes it impossible to run the AC500. The easiest 
way of handling the mode in AB is to disconnect the Codesys application from the AB-project 
and then merge it into the project when it’s time for real commissioning. Otherwise the PLC 
configuration for AC500 need to manually be imported to the application(codesys). 
 
It’s been difficult to work with the VAC500 during the project, not because of it’s 
functionalities but because of the workflow for connecting it to RS. It was much learning by 
doing(takes a lot of time) and that is one of the reason why all goals weren’t met.  

5.3 Integrated PLC 
One of the biggest and most time consuming problem during the project was using the 
integrated PLC. The problem is based on how RC and PLC execution of code. The RC is 
executing code very fast and only when a program is called, therefor, its not possible for the 
robot controller to go back to change a variable after it’s executed in the called program. The 
PLC on the other hand is executing the code cyclic everytime the program is called(for 
instance every 10th ms). This makes it possible for the PLC to look at same variable multiple 
times which leads to mismatch in the different controllers.  
 
To get a stable handshake there has to be an interrupt followed by an validation before the 
RC could continue in the RAPID. Using the integrated PLC were also another reason why all 
goals weren’t met because it took a lot of time to debug and troubleshoot. 
 

5.4 Monitoring project goals 
Compilation of met project goals and requirements. 
 

 Describe expected applications and benefits with VCom 
Done. Through a litterature study from previous work. 
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 Extend the virtual cell in RobotStudio 
Done. All models of equipment are imported to the RobotStudio station. 

 

 Configure and program the robot 
Done. Downloaded to both virtual RC and real RC. 

 

 Virtual signal wiring 
Done. The signals for verification of VAC500 are connected. 
 

 Understand and be able to extend the program and configuration(HMI,Drives,PLC) 
Partly  done. There was no time for extend the HMI, but it was connected 
successfully. Virtual Drive was not developed for this project. 
  

 Create a task/sequence 
Done. The sequence is consistent with the flowchart. Furthermore a 
function block for handshake was created. 
 

 Verify the virtual cell and VAC500 by testing it in the real production cell(vFAT and 
FAT) 
Done. Virtual- and real production cell is running. 

 

5.5 Virtual Commissioning during the project and in the future 
Virtual commissioning was mainly used to create the sequence code, before it was 
downloaded or tested in the workshop. It was simple to run and debug the code in the office 
and not on the workshop. In the end of the project it was also possible to connect a few parts 
of the HMI to VAC500 and debug it aswell. The opportunities to extend the virtual 
environment are many, saftey and other functionalities from the ABB Production Cell 
concept can be applied. 
 
It’s hard to compare the vFAT against the FAT. The cycletimes were OK and the behavior was 
the same. However, some parts of the IO mapping wasn’t ok in FAT and the PLC config 
wasn’t changed back so there were some struggles to get the real cell running. 
 
In the future I think this method for virtual commissioning will be more extensive and 
therefor useful for both plants and factories. It’s a great advantage and a step ahead of the 
other ways of commissioning. It’s not only providing increased productivity and cost 
efficiency but also a new way of creating automation systems. Therefor, I think the concept 
will lead to changes in the workflow, e.g more resources for design phase and less resources 
for the installation phase. Tasks may look different for people involved design engineers must 
learn how to use RobotStudio, programmers will work more off-line etc.   
 

5.6  Conclusions 
 
The VAC500 is still in development phase and have some points for improvements. 
 
From experience it seems like it’s possible to do online changes as long as the virtual 
environment aren’t affected. Otherwise the VAC500 crash and have to be restarted. If it’s 
affected it’s easiest to reset simulation and restart VAC500. 
 
There are some points for improvements in the SC ConnectivityComponent.  
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The inputs and outputs shouldn’t be declared as variables in the 
ConnectivitySmartComponent, in future works the IO exchange will be dynamic. This is 
necessaty to hold down the engineering time and time for virtual setup.  
 
Furthermore the connection between VAC500 and SC ConnectivitySmartComponent takes 5 
sec to establish after starting the simulation in RS. This is not a problem as long as robot 
waits for  a signal from the PLC before it starts execute in the RAPID. I think it would be 
better if the simulation was started from the PLC interface or from the 
ConnectivitySmartComponent for e.g. as a simulationevent. 
When it comes to switching mode in AB there have to be a stable switch without manual 
changes. For switching modes(real/simulation) in AB, the PLC configuration need to be 
switched aswell.  
 
Integrated PLC, by the time of writing this thesis, is more useful if there is less 
communication between the controllers, e.g PLC start a program in the RC and the logic is in 
the RC. Then the PLC looks for errors during the time RC execute program. Furthermore, the 
IO mapping didn’t match by the integrated PLC, this lead to some manual work during the 
real FAT. 
 
The function block created for this project enables interrupt and validation in an easy way 
without time delays(timers,waittime…). It has to be mentioned that yet there is no error 
handling and no way of aborting a task. 
 

5.7 Social aspects of work 
For many years the automated production was questioned and opposed. Today it’s hard for a 
manufacturer to survive without this investment. This leads to a bigger demand and the 
market is mature for virtual commissioning now. Both suppliers and customers.  
 
I think suppliers of automation systems in near future need a concept for virtual 
commissioning to concur. Virtual commissioning, as it’s used in this project, meets the 
demands and will be a more sustainable way of developing automated systems. 
 
Virtual commissioning could generate jobs. It’s important that a concept including virtual 
commissioing are fit for users and influenced by people working with traditional 
commissioning to establish a usable product.             

6 Suggestions for further work 
By the results of this project it’s hard to evaluate how much time it takes to setup a 
production cell for virtual commissioning. The time for connecting the I/Os in RobotStudio is 
hard to appreciate and depends on the complexity of the cell. In future release of VAC500 
there will be a different interface of the IO signals and then it will be easier to estimate the 
time for a virtual setup. 
 
For creating the virtual enviroment the time depends on the complexity of the production 
cell. Libraries and add-ins are already created to ease the modelling of commonly used 
models and it’s possible to import 3D-models from other programs. To ease the virtual 
modelling of a production cell an extension of theese libraries could be done. 
 
The function block for the handshake only includes the necessary functions in order to 
communicate with the robot controller. It’s possible to extend this for more functionalities 
and saftey during the handshake.  
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Appendices 
 

Annex 1. Flowchart(SOP) 

  

 
Annex 1.1. Flowchart of  task “POU_VirtualCell” 

2 
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Annex 1.2. Flowchart for running conveyor 
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Annex 2. RAPID-handshake 
 
 

    PROC main() 

        WHILE TRUE DO 

            PlcWait bProgNo; 

            CallByVar "Order_",bProgNo; 

        ENDWHILE 

    ERROR 

        Stop; 

    ENDPROC 

    PROC Order_1() 

        PlcAck 1; 

    !************************************ 

    ! Execute task 

    !************************************ 

        PlcFin 1; 

    ENDPROC 
 

 PROC PlcWait(INOUT byte RobProgNo) 

        VAR num ProgIn; 

        VAR num ProgOut; 

        !Set robot to idle 

        SetDO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_TaskDoneOk,0; 

        SetDO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_TaskRun,0; 

        SetDO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_TaskDoneErr,0; 

        ! Make sure progIn = progOut and not equal zero  

        WaitGI PLC_SYSSIG_IN_ProgNo_RC,\NOTEQ,0;  

        ProgIn:=PLC_SYSSIG_IN_ProgNo_RC; 

        ProgOut:=PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_ProgNo; 

        WHILE ProgIn <> ProgOut DO    

            ProgIn:=PLC_SYSSIG_IN_ProgNo_RC; 

            ProgOut:=PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_ProgNo; 

            SetGO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_ProgNo,ProgIn; 

        ENDWHILE 

        RobProgNo:=PLC_SYSSIG_IN_ProgNo_RC;  

      ! Wait for PLC to start task   

        WaitDI PLC_SYSSIG_IN_StartTask,1; 

    ENDPROC 

    PROC PlcAck(byte ProgNo \bool Valid) 

        SetGO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_ProgNo, ProgNo; 

        WaitGI PLC_SYSSIG_IN_ProgNo_RC, ProgNo; 

        SetDO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_TaskRun,1; 

        WaitDI PLC_SYSSIG_IN_StartTask,0;    

    ENDPROC 

    PROC PlcFin(byte ProgNo) 

        SetDO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_TaskRun,0; 

        SetDO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_TaskDoneOk,1; 

        SetGO PLC_SYSSIG_OUT_ProgNo,0; 

        WaitGI PLC_SYSSIG_IN_ProgNo_RC,0; 

    ENDPROC 


